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Aero

**Designer**
Llorenç Altherr Molina, 2001

- Aluminum bench.
- Aluminum bench with fabric or leather pads.
- Aluminum bench with polyurethane pads.
- Aluminum bench with wooden pads.
- Aluminum bench without back.
- Aluminum bench without back with fabric or leather pads.
- Aluminum bench (35 cm depth) without back.

---

**Sellex**

Highlights
Aero Compact

**Designer**
Liesure Altherr Molina, 2012

---

Aero Compact Textured.

Aero Compact Textured Wall Hanging.
Slam

Designer
Lievore Altherr Molina, 2010

Chair.
Chair with armrests.
Basic chair.
Basic chair steel arms.
Basic chair aluminium arms.
Chair with wooden legs.
Swivel chair.
Swivel chair with armrests.
Chair on pyramidal base.
Chair with armrests on pyramidal base.
Chair on pyramidal base and castors.
Chair on pyramidal base, castors and arms.
Chair sled.
High chair 76 cm.
High chair 65 cm.
Slam Beam

Designer
Livro Altherr Molina, 2012

2 Places Seating Beam.

3 Places Seating Beam.

4 Places Seating Beam.
Hammok

Designer
Burkhard Vogtherr, 2006

Basic chair.

Chair with armrests.

Dinner Chair.

Cantilever Chair.
Lounge Chair Sled Base.

Lounge Chair on Pyramidal base.

Slam Lounge

Designer
Lievore Altherr Molina, 2016
La Literal

Designer
Lievore Altherr Molina, 1998

Folding Bunkbed.

Folding bed.

Double bed.

Single folding bed.
Fast

Designer
Carlos Tíscar, 2008

Rectangular Table:
1200x600. 1400x600. 1600x600. 1800x600.
1200x800. 1400x800. 1600x800. 1800x800.

Round Table:
Don

Designer
Gemma Bernal, 2008

4-leg base chair.

Swivel star base chair.

Swivel pedestal base chair.

Chair on castors.
Lorca

Designer
Abad Olmedo, 2010

Office table.

Office table with brick.

Meeting table.
Bildu

Designer
Mario Ruiz, 2010

Four seaters wood.

Four seaters fully upholstered.
Fly

Designer
Lievore Altherr Molina, 2012

Individual Table.
Individual Table with Extension Top.
Individual Table with Buck.
Individual Table with Extension Top and Buck.
Circular Meeting Table.
Rectangular Meeting Table.
Oval Meeting Table.
Back Modular Seating

**Designer**
Burkhard Vogtherr, 2016

Examples of compositions.
The ZUBI Table allows all combinations between heights, widths and lengths.

Table H. 75 cm
1200x700, 1800x700, 2400x700, 3000x700.
1200x900, 1800x900, 2400x900, 3000x900.
1200x1100, 1800x1100, 2400x1100, 3000x1100.

Table H. 90 cm
1200x700, 1800x700, 2400x700, 3000x700.
1200x900, 1800x900, 2400x900, 3000x900.
1200x1100, 1800x1100, 2400x1100, 3000x1100.

Table H. 90 cm.
1200x700, 1800x700, 2400x700, 3000x700.
1200x900, 1800x900, 2400x900, 3000x900.
1200x1100, 1800x1100, 2400x1100, 3000x1100.
Set
Designer
Mario Ruiz, 2016

76 cm H. Wooden legs.
65 cm H. Wooden legs.
76 cm H. Central leg.
65 cm H. Central leg.

76 cm H. Sled base.
65 cm H. Sled base.
45 cm H. Sled base.
76 cm H. Floor fixing.

65 cm H. Floor fixing.
45 cm H. Floor fixing.
Designers

Burkhard Vogtherr
Hammock, Back Modular Seating.

Gemma Bernal
Don.

Mario Ruiz
Biko, Set.

Carlos Tiscar
Fast.

Abad Diseño
Lorca, Zubi.

Lievore Altherr Molina
Slam, Aero, Fly, La Literal, Slam Lounge.
Product Design
Lievore Altherr Molina
Abad Diseño
Burkhard Vogtherr
Gemma Serral
Mario Ruiz
Carlos Tiscar

Art Direction & Graphic Design
Mito
www.mito.eus

Product Photography
Mito
www.mito.eus

Illustration
Markos Ansorena
www.markosansorena.com
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